
How to Call and Decoy Even Wary Boss
Gobblers Into Range: A Comprehensive Guide
Are you ready to elevate your turkey hunting skills and bag that elusive
boss gobbler? In the realm of turkey hunting, success often hinges upon
the mastery of calling and decoying techniques. With this comprehensive
guide, we will delve into the intricacies of both, empowering you with the
knowledge and strategies to lure even the most wary boss gobblers into
range.

Chapter 1: Understanding Turkey Communication

To effectively call turkeys, you must first comprehend their elaborate
communication system. Here's a breakdown of key vocalizations:
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Gobble: A deep, resonant call produced by male turkeys to attract
mates and establish dominance.
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Yelp: A high-pitched, rapid series of notes uttered by hens to
communicate location and gather young.

Cluck: A soft, low-pitched call used by both hens and gobblers to
communicate contentment or as a rallying signal.

Purr: A low, guttural call made by hens during courtship and nesting.

Kee-kee: A fast, high-pitched call emitted by hens when they feel
threatened or agitated.

Chapter 2: Mastering the Art of Turkey Calling

Effective turkey calling involves accurately mimicking the vocalizations
described above. Here are tips for perfecting your technique:

Choose the Right Call: Various call types are available, such as box
calls, mouth calls, and diaphragm calls. Experiment to find the call that
suits your style and produces the desired sounds.

Practice Regularly: Consistent practice is crucial for developing
muscle memory and producing realistic calls. Practice in different
environments to simulate real-world hunting scenarios.

Listen to Live Turkeys: Attend turkey seminars or observe turkeys in
their natural habitat to study their vocalizations firsthand. This will help
you fine-tune your calling skills.

Vary Your Calls: Don't rely solely on one type of call. Mix up gobbles,
yelps, clucks, and other vocalizations to mimic the natural
communication patterns of turkeys.

Be Patient: Calling turkeys requires patience and persistence. Don't
get discouraged if you don't see immediate results. Keep calling, and



eventually, you will attract their attention.

Chapter 3: Decoying Boss Gobblers

Decoy usage is another effective strategy for enticing boss gobblers. By
placing decoys strategically, you can create realistic scenarios that make
gobblers feel comfortable approaching.

Use Hen Decoys: Female decoys are typically more effective for
attracting gobblers, as they mimic the potential for mating.

Set Up a Realistic Scenario: Arrange decoys in a natural-looking
grouping, as if they are feeding or interacting.

Choose the Right Decoy Type: Various decoy types are available,
including full-body decoys, profile decoys, and silhouettes. Select
decoys that are appropriate for the terrain and hunting conditions.

Use Motion Decoys: Motion decoys, such as inflatable hens or
rotating decoys, add an element of realism that can further entice
gobblers.

Stay Concealed: Ensure that your decoys are visible to turkeys while
remaining well-hidden yourself. Use natural cover and camouflage to
avoid spooking your target.

Chapter 4: Combining Calling and Decoying Techniques

For maximum effectiveness, combine calling and decoying techniques.
Here's how:

Call to the Decoy: Use your turkey calls to attract gobblers to the area
where your decoys are set up.



Move Your Decoys: Once a gobbler is interested in your decoys,
slowly move them closer to your hiding spot to entice the bird into
range.

Purr When the Gobbler is Close: As the gobbler approaches your
decoys, use purring sounds to mimic a contented hen and encourage
the bird to move even closer.

Be Patient and Persistent: Decoying and calling can take time. Be
patient and persistent, and eventually, you will be rewarded with a shot
at that elusive boss gobbler.

Chapter 5: Additional Tips and Strategies

In addition to the techniques discussed above, here are some additional
tips to enhance your turkey hunting success:

Scout the Area: Familiarize yourself with the hunting area and identify
potential turkey hotspots.

Hunt During Peak Breeding Season: Gobblers are most active and
responsive to calls during the breeding season, typically in the spring.

Use a Blind or Camouflage: Stay concealed from view to increase
your chances of success.

Be Respectful of Other Hunters: Maintain proper etiquette and avoid
interfering with other hunters.

Follow Hunting Regulations: Always adhere to local and state
hunting regulations.



Mastering the art of calling and decoying turkeys is a skill that requires
practice, patience, and knowledge. By implementing the techniques
outlined in this comprehensive guide, you will be well-equipped to outsmart
even the most wary boss gobblers. Embrace the challenge, hone your
skills, and experience the thrill of bagging that elusive trophy bird.
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